A new family of repetitive nucleotide sequences is restricted to the genus Zea.
We have isolated a new family of moderately repetitive nucleotide sequences (about 2500 copies per haploid genome) specific to the genus Zea and absent in other graminaceous species. These sequences are interspersed in the genome and they show the same genomic organization pattern and similar copy number in all the Zea species examined. These two facts, consistency in the copy number and the same organization pattern, would indicate on the one hand that these sequences were amplified before the divergence of Zea species, and on the other hand that maize and all the teosintes could be considered as the same evolutionary population. Independent clones corresponding to the repetitive sequences have been isolated and sequenced from a genomic library of the teosinte, Zea diploperennis. The repeats, flanked by HaeIII sites, are more than 70% G + C-rich, on average 253 bp long and show 78% similarity to each other. These repetitive sequences are in a highly methylated-C context and they present some features resembling those of coding sequences, such as high CpG and low TpA content, and similar codon usage to maize genes in one of the reading frames. Moreover, the repetitive probe hybridizes with RNA extracted from different tissues of maize and from teosinte, indicating that these repeats or similar ones are present in transcribed sequences.